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To my grandparents,  
Melvin Douglas Hermeston and Edith Winnifred Cole Hermeston (nee MacCoy).

And to the amazing Leo Bachle, may you be honoured forever for your  
amazing efforts and contributions to comics in Canada.





FOREWORD 
Until this book, the most I had ever seen of Johnny Canuck were the nine pages reprinted in Patrick Hirsh and 
Michael Loubert’s 1970s book, The Great Canadian Comic Books. This is a book I devoured the moment I dis-
covered it as a child in the Odette Memorial Library of Tilbury, Ontario. Today, almost forty years after seeing 
that book, the image of Johnny Canuck that endures most in my mind is an iconic drawing of a bare-chested 
he-man lunging forward with a dramatic uppercut punch. That image is burned into my memory because I 
swiped that picture many times as a kid when I was drawing my own homemade comic books. It’s a potent 
pulp image and the funny thing is that now, after having worked my way through twenty-eight issues of his 
forty’s comic book appearances, it turns out that Johnny throwing a punch is the very essence of the character. 
I think Johnny is throwing a good, solid punch every couple of panels. He’s very focused on hitting people on 
the jaw. Not really all that Canadian a thing to be doing. Not terribly polite.

In fact, to someone like me, who grew up in the post-centennial, liberal-dominated, bi-lingual-multi-
cultural, identity-confused, socialist, just-society of the 1970s, Johnny Canuck really doesn’t feel all that 
Canadian. For one thing he’s rather brash, even boastful. Perhaps even a little smug and self satisfied. 
Also, surprisingly, he’s a loner. A loose cannon. No teamwork for Johnny. He’s not waiting around for a royal 
commission to tell him what to do, he’s out there operating on his own. He’s a complete self-starter, there’s 
no identity crisis there. And, like Captain Kirk (another improbable Canadian), he has a problem keeping his 
shirt on. As far as I’m concerned, Canadians keep their shirts on. End of discussion. Plus, like I said, he keeps 
punching everyone in the jaw. That’s no peace-keeper. I mean there he is punching Adolph Hitler in the jaw. 
That’s really something! I wouldn’t be surprised, if, while back on the homefront, he didn’t punch William Lyon 
Mackenzie King too! Maybe even King George! Seriously though, that panel of Johnny KO-ing Hitler is such a 
wonderful, unlikely Canadian image. It’s pure pulp. It’s funny and odd and unselfconscious. It’s a teenager’s 
idea of something grand and I’m awfully pleased that it exists. Canada’s pop culture is richer for it.

To be frank though, our pop-culture well is rather shallow. Unlike our giant neighbour to the south we are 
not swimming in a vast ocean of national fancy (cheap or otherwise). Despite Laurier’s prediction that the 
20th century would belong to Canada, we have largely failed to generate much of that which Americans pro-
duce so effortlessly—vital, powerful, exciting, popular imagery. I think we are doing somewhat better today 
but before the 70s or 80s the pickings could be quite slim. The Canadian Whites of the war years are one of the 
genuine standout examples of sweet, trashy yet beautiful Canadian pulp images. If they didn’t exist I would 
have been tempted to make them up myself.

If memory serves, Leo Bachle didn’t exactly invent the name Johnny Canuck. I believe the name was  
already in use for early political cartoons as a brash young figure in boots, sam-brown belt and Mountie 
stetson who served as an iconic figure symbolizing Canada. I think the name Canada Jack might have been 
floating around then too and both were used interchangeably for the same sort of figure. Bachle had probably 
seen this character.

Also, Canuck is a funny word not all that commonly used today. I think of it as old-fashioned sounding. 
Certainly I rarely ever hear anyone say it anymore (unless in reference to the Vancouver hockey team) and it 



harkens back to an earlier, less accommodating stage of Canadian identity—back to the early part of the 
twentieth century when Canadian men were seen as tough and rugged backwoods frontiersmen, an image 
that Canadian soldiers carried proudly with them into the Great War of 1914–1918. I suspect that this is the 
wildcat Canuck that young Leo Bachle was thinking of when he named his bare chested, bare-knuckled man 
of adventure. I’d guess that much of Johnny Canuck comes out of the U.S. radio and comic strip heroes of the 
time, and pulp adventurers like Doc Savage or Tarzan. Interestingly, Johnny Canuck’s features look increas-
ingly like another Johnny as the series progresses—Johnny Weissmuller. Which makes sense because Johnny 
is certainly more Tarzan than Doc Savage. He doesn’t spend much effort reasoning his way out trouble when 
a good punch will do the job just as well.

Clearly Bachle was thinking of Alex Raymond’s Flash Gordon too. At least he was likely thinking of 
Raymond’s elegant, somewhat wispy drawing style from that strip. The early Canuck comics show a strong 
Raymond influence, however, by the end of Bachle’s run on the character the drawings have matured some-
what into more of a Milton Caniff approach with bold lines and strong black shadows. Even the Pacific 
setting of the late stories puts one in mind of Caniff’s Terry and the Pirates.

Something to keep in mind as you read these comics is that Leo Bachle was a young teenager when he 
drew the first installment of Johnny Canuck in Dime Comics number one. I think he was fifteen years old. Take 
a good look at that first issue and you’ll see that Leo was a very talented teenager. Remarkable really.  When 
I think of the amateur comic books I was drawing at the age of fifteen in comparison—they were crude, awk-
ward, childish ventures. Worlds apart. True, the stories read like a fifteen year old wrote them but that’s not as 
big a drawback as it might sound. There is a wonderful adolescent abandon to these comics. Johnny moves 
breathlessly from one fantastic incident to the next. One minute he’s dog-fighting Nazis in the sky, the next 
sword fighting natives and the next freeing lost cities. Improbable situations pile atop of unlikely scenarios 
in very rapid succession. The stories roller coaster along with the sort of verve and impatience of a child’s 
backyard fantasy play. It’s rather charming, really. Admittedly the stories become more leaden as the issue 
numbers add up and the propaganda of the time becomes more pronounced. I’m sure the children of the era 
hardly noticed but for today’s reader it is likely the biggest stumbling block. Still—he punches Hitler right in 
the jaw. That makes up for everything.

The big surprise in this collection is that Johnny Canuck is never the featured character on any of the 
twenty-eight covers of Dime comics. Oh, he’s in a couple of the feature boxes along the side—but NEVER the 
“name-over-the-title”. He is consistently frozen out by Rex Baxter and Nitro. He’s even pushed off the cover by 
the Polka Dot Pirate, for goodness sake. This brings into question just how significant Johnny Canuck really 
was in his own time. It’s interesting; looking back at the Canadian Whites of the 40’s only two characters 
truly leap out for most modern fans — Nelvana and Johnny Canuck. These two have surely taken on an iconic 
Canadian status over the years but seeing Johnny’s lack of cover time makes me wonder if much of this iconic 
status isn’t more a result of Hirsh and Loubert’s important 70’s history book than his 1940’s status. A real 
emphasis was placed, in the aforementioned book, on these two characters —drawing attention to their 
essential “Canadian-ness”. Perhaps giving them a primacy they didn’t have on their first go around. Maybe 
the early readers really did respond more to Rex Baxter than Johnny Canuck. But Rex Baxter? I don’t know him 
from Adam. Johnny Canuck—his image leaped out at me as a child and still has some odd potency today. 
It might just be that a superhero adventurer is more an enduring modern image than those old space-opera 
types. Again, just speculation.

All talk of “icons” aside, in the end if you are at all like me (meaning a stuffy, middle-aged man with 
no interest whatsoever in anything from the era you actually live in) then a collection like this is something 
simply to be thankful for. The comics in this book are tremendously dated. The drawings speak entirely of 



another era—practically another world. This work is dusty and creaky and reading these comics is not unlike 
accidentally coming upon some nameless early-sound, 1930s adventure melodrama on the late, late, late 
show: dim, distant, and yet strangely appealing. I think these old comics are national treasures— candy 
bright treasures with cheap paper, sickly yellow covers and muddy black and white interiors; utterly gorgeous, 
evocative objects. They deserve to be saved from oblivion. Thank you Rachel Richey for saving them. Please 
everyone, give her a round of applause. Without her, these comics (and the Nelvana strips from the previous 
book) would have never seen the light of day again.

 —Seth, Palookaville.





INTRODUCTION
“I have the coolest job ever.” That’s what I thought while processing and researching the John Bell Collection 
of Canadian Comic Books, for which I received a bi-weekly government certified cheque. But youthful Rachel 
was a fool! A fool, because now I actually DO have the coolest job ever: giving new life to some of the best 
comics ever produced in Canada!

The character Johnny Canuck has been present in the Canadian psyche for a very long time. He originally 
appeared in political comics in the late 1800s as a representation of the average Canadian or Canadian 
spirit and he usually looked like a lumberjack (as most Canadians do). Over a hundred years later and things 
haven’t changed much. The NHL team the Vancouver Canucks uses the character as its mascot and there is 
currently a company that produces pepperoni meat sticks under the same name! My favourite, though, is the 
“Canuck Pale Ale” produced by Great Lakes Brewery. 

In 1942, young writer and artist Leo Bachle recreated the character to fit the era. A year earlier, Bachle 
bravely joined the army at the youthful age of 15, and, made it a respectable five months before he was 
discovered, turned right around and discharged from service accordingly. A short time later he was writing 
and drawing Johnny Canuck and it is easy to see that these wild and harrowing adventures are actually Leo’s 
vicarious war experience, albeit more glamorous and idealized. 

The war was underway and the country needed a national hero, which meant that Johnny was now 
sporting an aviator’s leather jacket instead of plaid shirt (when he wore a shirt) and was flying internationally 
to fight the Axis. This is important because not only was Johnny now a representation of troops fighting in 
the war, but he still carried the more traditional Canadian identity with him. This is what made Johnny such 
an attractive character to all Canadians; he was a sole Canadian adventurer in strange lands, and so the 
contrast between him and every other character allowed all Canadians to identify with him. Almost every 
issue had Johnny’s proclaimed Canadian stereotypes draw the reader’s sympathy and loyalty to the character 
and the cause. One could go so far as to say that he united the nation. Or at least the nation’s kids.

There are twenty-eight glorious issues of Johnny Canuck. The first twenty three belong to creator Leo 
Bachle, issue twenty-four to twenty–seven belong to André Kulbach and the last and final issue is Paul Dak’s. 
Despite the era and international political turmoil in which the series was produced, the racism and general 
base stereotyping is relatively little. Indeed, other than ignorance, there is little to speak of up until André 
Kulbach’s run. It is more than unfortunate that it exists in these comics at all.

I especially love the last issue of Johnny Canuck, and I invite you to pay special attention to it when you 
get there. This is the first truly post war comic of the twenty-eight issues and it is the only issue to take place 
in Canada. It is set just off the coast of Halifax and is exactly the direction I would wish for Johnny Canuck 
to move should his stories have progressed passed the lifting of the War Exchange Conservation Act. Johnny 
Canuck essentially becomes an adventurer and action hero with a touch of science fiction and a child’s 
philosophical bend. With less social or political weight the story becomes lighter and more fun. Should any 
future stories arise, I would hope they would go in this direction.

Since Johnny’s final appearance around 1946 there have been a handful of fan comics about him. Ty 



Templeton’s Northern Guard loosely features several of the Golden Age characters as well as Epic Canadiana, 
a digital collection of Canadian heroes produced by Cloudscape comics, making Johnny Canuck one of Can-
ada’s favourite and most resilient characters by far.

I intend to bring you more but right now I bring you Johnny Canuck. Johnny Canuck is the touchstone of 
Canadian Golden Age comics and a Canadian’s must have. Let’s build our comics library with artists and 
stories of the Great White North starting with him.

—Rachel Richey, 2015
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LEO BACHLE: THE REAL JOHNNY CANUCK

In February 1942, readers of Canada’s Dime Comics number 1 were introduced to Johnny Canuck, “Canada’s 
answer to Nazi oppression.” At last Canada had a stalwart, two-fisted, shirt-ripping hero all its own to help 
turn the tide of the war. Johnny Canuck seemed to leap from the page fully formed but in fact Johnny’s many 
heroic qualities – ingenuity, an indomitable spirit, even his rugged good looks and powerful physique – were 
on loan from his creator, Leo Bachle. Like Johnny, 17 year-old Leo was loyal and stood up against injustices 
large and small. The boy and his creation also shared a remarkable ability to overcome any setback by forging 
their own, unique path. Johnny’s adventures wait for you elsewhere in this book, this is the tale of the man 
behind the hero… Leo Bachle: The real Johnny Canuck!

Leo Bachle was born in Toronto on Nov. 23, 1923 in Toronto’s landmark, flatiron Gooderham Building. His 
father, Patrick Bachle, worked many jobs to pay the bills while Leo’s mother, Anne, had her hands full raising 
a brood of boisterous boys – Leo and his older brothers, Joe and Robert. The family lived nomadically in and 
around Toronto’s Cabbagetown neighborhood. Leo recalled that the Bachles were often in dire financial straits 
and moved “every time the rent was due”. Leo learned early on that money was hard to come by. He ap-
proached the problem with creative thinking and true entrepreneurial spirit: selling bags of broken candy for 
pennies a piece, promoting a kid-sized circus with “tightrope walkers” strutting across fences, and utilizing 
his budding drawing skills to mass produce homemade Charlie Chaplin masks for Halloween. 

Leo took pride in his adaptability, proudly declaring, “I always made enough money when I was a kid to 
pay my own way. It was the Depression and my brothers were working for nothing. I said, ‘Why don’t you go out 
and create some ideas?’ And they were gong to kill me because they were working so hard. I thought, ‘Anybody 



can make money. You just have to think of some ideas.’ And they said, ‘that’s you and your brain.’” 
One thing young Leo was never at a loss for was ideas, many of which he backed up with his exceptional, 

innate drawing skill. At 12, Leo drew a comic strip called The Bat, about a man with the power to sense evil 
and seek out its source. Leo’s brother Robert was so impressed with the strip that he mailed it off to Street 
& Smith, an American Pulp publisher. They never heard back. Leo admitted, “It was very crudely drawn at 12 
years old.” Leo’s creation predated Street and Smith’s Black Bat pulp novel character and the later comic book 
hero Batman but Leo himself never assumed his strip idea was appropriated. 

 “My brother swore that they stole my idea,” Leo recalled. “But even at that age I knew that people do 
the same things. I mean, the telephone was invented the same day by two different people. The same thing 
with the motion picture camera. When I was working as a comic and I’d come up with an original joke and I’ll 
hear the joke years later by some known comedian. And if I use the joke again I’ll get people asking me if I’m 
stealing his material. They never assume that you did it first.” 

By 1939 the winds of war were blowing across the globe and many Canadians were spoiling for a fight, 
eager to halt the spread of Nazism. Leo was no exception. Like Johnny Canuck, the fifteen year old’s patriotism 
burned bright. Together with his future brother-in-law, Buck Gunn, Leo snuck away to join the army. The teens 
lied about their age and, after being denied entry in Toronto and Kingston, were finally accepted into a new 
regiment forming in Gananoque, Ontario. Unfortunately, the regiment was ill-equipped and unable to supply 
clothes, equipment and, sometimes even food for the recruits. Leo and Buck endured five months of hunger, 
cold and long days spent marching around the muddy fairgrounds. The boys’ suffering ended on a march 
through town when several women spotted the underage soldiers and reported them. Leo and Buck were 
quickly and quietly discharged just shy of Leo’s seventeenth birthday. They were lucky. Leo later recalled that 
most of the men in his former regiment never returned from overseas. 

Leo was disappointed he would be unable to strike a blow against the Axis but destiny was leading him to 
a new calling. Soon Leo would be fighting not with his fists but with a pen, paper and his unbridled creativity. 
He was about to come up with his biggest idea yet. 

Back in Toronto, Leo took a job at Imperial Optical. While delivering a tray of glasses, Leo spotted a pile 
of comic books outside an office door and couldn’t resist picking one up. A man behind the glass partition 
noticed and came rushing out to ask his opinion. Adopting an air of casual disinterest, Leo flipped through 
the book. “The art’s not bad. The story is okay.” The man replied, “I suppose you could do better?” Never one to 
back down from a challenge, the cocky teen insisted that he could indeed do better. Leo recalled, “He dragged 
me into his office and asked me to draw two guys fighting, which I did. He said, ‘It’s good and you’re fast. How 
fast can you come up with a comic strip?’ I said, ‘I’ll come back tomorrow’.” Leo’s creative brain was already 
whirling with potential ideas before he left the office.

Leo’s new benefactor was John Ezrin. Along with his partners, sign makers Gene and Cyril Bell, Ezrin had 
recently started a new publishing company, Bell Features, to take advantage of the War Exchange Conser-
vation Act passed by the Canadian Government in the early days of the war. Created to fight a growing trade 
deficit, the act banned the import of all U.S. fictional periodicals, including the colorful U.S. comic books that 
had captured the imaginations of children across the nation. Bell Features was one of several companies 
that leapt in to fill the void. He had recently bought Adrian Dingle’s cash-strapped Triumph Comics and was 
preparing to launch a whole line of new titles. But to do that Bell and Ezrin needed creators who could deliver 
quality work fast. In that regard, they hit the jackpot in young Leo.

That night at the Bachle kitchen table, Leo’s creative mind got to work. First of all, his character needed 
a strong fighting name. Leo loved going to the movies and long ago the Victor Herbert song, “Tramp! Tramp! 
Tramp! (Along the Highway)” from the 1935 film Naughty Marietta had gotten stuck in his head. In particular 



he recalled the lyric, “We’re planters and Canucks. Virginians and Kentucks. Captain Dick’s Own Infantry!” 
Leo explained that the word Canuck especially stood out to him. “I knew it meant Canadian… So when I was 
coming up with a strip in the middle of wartime, I thought it was a good name for a character.” Canuck’s first 
name, Johnny, had more personal origins. “I had an uncle Johnny who had been a war hero, (a pilot in WW1) 
and I had a favourite cousin also named Johnny,” said Leo. “So I put them together and got Johnny Canuck.” 

Johnny Canuck’s visual inspiration came from even closer to home; Leo gave his new hero his own face 
and physique. If the young artist couldn’t join the battle raging around the world, then his creation would 
serve in his stead. When he returned to the Bell Features office the next day with the first page of Johnny 
Canuck’s adventures, Cy Bell hired Leo on the spot, growling, “Sit down and draw, kid.”

Leo sent Johnny globetrotting to almost every theatre of the war – Libya, Russia, Yugoslavia, Germany, 
Tibet, and China – to show the Hun that the Canadian spirit would never bend under oppression. His creator 
was stuck in Toronto, Canada, but Johnny Canuck could roam the world at will. Leo admitted, “There was a 
lot of my personality in the character. He did the things I would like to do.” Such wish fulfillment was key to 
the character’s success. Like Leo himself, every kid in Canada wanted to do what Johnny did. So when Johnny 
delivered a roundhouse right to the jaw of Hitler himself in only his second adventure, readers pictured them-
selves socking it to Uncle Adolph. Kids across Canada were officially hooked on Johnny Canuck.

Leo’s natural drawing ability and flair for storytelling quickly made him one of Bell’s fastest and most 
reliable artists. Cy loaded him up with as much work as he could handle. And producing an average of two 
or three pages of fully inked art a day, Leo could handle a lot! Perhaps only Bell Features art director Adrian 
Dingle (creator of Nelvana of the Northern Lights) contributed more to Bell’s total monthly output. After the 
success of Johnny Canuck ideas for new characters poured out of the young artist’s pen. Leo’s creativity had 
been unleashed and he wasn’t going to waste the chance to show the world what he could do. His old comic 
strip The Bat was converted into The Brain. Leo followed that up with western lawman Wild Bill and The Invis-
ible Commando, featuring the exploits of a disappearing pilot. Leo even took over Active Comics’ Thunderfist 
feature when artist Murray Karn entered the Medical Corps.

At first, Bell had Leo work alongside his other artists in-house at the Bell Features studio. Leo remembered 
those days fondly. “They had a studio up in a loft on York Street, and they gave me a big art desk. Every morn-
ing I’d report and drew the strip.” But Bell had trouble getting his boisterous crew to stop horsing around and 
sent them packing to work freelance for a page rate. Now if they didn’t deliver they wouldn’t get paid. That 
suited Leo, whose high output ensured a hefty cheque each week. Ever loyal, Bachle also used his newfound 
influence to get Bell to hire his best friend, Ross Saakel. In addition to creating his own hero, Captain Wonder, 
Saakel drew parodies of Leo’s strips. The pint-sized, diapered dynamo The Noodle was a take-off on Leo’s The 
Brain, while the cowboy coward Mild Will poked fun at Leo’s Wild Bill. Leo rented an office with Saakel and Ted 
Steele (creator of Speed Savage and Woody and the Wolf) and the teenage trio got down to work – when they 
weren’t playing pool or trading story ideas at the beer hall.

Cy Bell and the young Leo had a mutually beneficial but combative relationship. Leo summed it up simply. 
“We rather understood one another. He thought I was quite tricky and I knew he was quite tricky.” Though Leo 
respected Bell’s business acumen he didn’t always feel Bell gave him proper credit for his work. It drove Leo 
crazy that when he handed in his work Bell never even looked at his pages. The busy publisher just took the 
stack, asked how many pages there were and perfunctorily wrote his artist a cheque. Leo was proud of his 
work and wanted a little praise but Bell saw no reason to feed the young man’s already healthy ego. 

Leo was now drawing six strips at four dollars a page and was pleased to be making a significant contri-
bution to the Bachle family finances. Leo’s son, Dan, grew up with stories of his father’s comic book days. Dan 
recalled that while Leo’s sudden wealth pleased his mother, who saved and invested it, the sheer amount of 



money worried his father. “It was so much more than his Dad made, two or three times as much, that it almost 
galled him. He was worried Leo might be involved in something illegal.” But Leo was simply doing what he’d 
always done, coming up with new ideas to make money and then blazing his own trail.

By late 1942 Leo realized that in Bell’s eyes all artists were not created equal. While Leo was getting four dol-
lars a page, Ross and Ted were getting less, and the so-called “better artists” were getting five. The boys asked 
Bell for a raise but the publisher flatly refused. Like his heroic alter ego, Leo was eager to fight this injustice and 
soon become the central figure in what may have been the comic book industry’s very first strike. But for once the 
idea didn’t come from Leo as he later admitted. “Actually Ted Steele was always kind of an instigator. Ted said 
it’s not fair. I’m going to go on strike and demand more money.” Leo and Ross agreed to go along with Ted, then 
burst out laughing recalling a student strike Leo had led back at their old high school, Danforth Tech, which had 
gotten the pair expelled. Ted responded wryly, “You guys are revolutionaries! It shouldn’t bother you.”

Cy Bell moved fast to quell the budding rebellion. According to Leo, Bell contacted him and offered to give 
him a raise, “but not those other bastards.” But Leo’s loyalty was as unwavering as that of his comic book 
creations and the young artist refused to turn on his friends. When Ross and Ted told him to take the raise 
and they’d go back for what they’d been making, Leo said no. What’s more, he guaranteed that Bell would pay 
all of them the rate they’d demanded. Leo may not have started the strike but he had already taken steps to 
end it with an unexpected move. For several weeks, he had been taking advantage of Bell’s annoying habit 
of not looking over his pages and secretly held back the first and last page from all his strips. Since Leo’s 
features appeared in at least two thirds of the Bell titles, he knew that when Bell went to press he’d have a 
big problem – incomplete books. That very night Bell called Leo in a rage. “Where the hell are the pages?” 
Leo promised to give Bell the pages…for a price. Once again Bell offered to take Leo back but not the others. 
“Nope. All for one,” replied Leo. “I knew I had him and he knew I had him.” The revolution was over. The next 
day all three of the artists returned to work with raises.

Leo continued to churn out action-packed stories that combined thrills with comedy. His developing sense 
of humour was especially on display in his playful approach to Thunderfist. After two years of constant draw-
ing Leo’s art style was also developing in leaps and bounds. His inking was lusher and his figures were grow-
ing more supple and less stiff. Despite the high quality of his work, or perhaps because of it, Bell continued 
to try to rein in Leo’s outsize ego, hinting that his current success might be fleeting. 

Leo remembered a conversation that marked the beginning of the end of his time at Bell Features. “Cy 
had made the mistake of telling me of all people that our jobs were not all that secure,” he said. ‘The minute 
the American comic books came back into the country, which could be any day, you guys are out’!” For the 
first time Leo realized that it might be a mistake to depend on Bell for his art career. His pride also bristled at 
the idea that he couldn’t compete with American comic artists. A possible reason for Bell’s attempt to dispirit 
him soon became apparent. A New York comic book publishing company, Rural Home, had contacted the Bell 
offices to offer Leo a job. The success of Johnny Canuck had reached all the way to New York and Leo Bachle 
was now a wanted man.

Leo remembered his excitement at the new opportunity. “I phoned them and they asked me what I was 
making. So I doubled the amount and they doubled that!” After his conversation with Bell Leo knew he had 
little to lose and everything to gain by following his destiny south of the border. His squabbles with Bell over 
money and art would soon be a thing of the past. The next day he was on a bus to New York, more than mak-
ing back his fare by selling sketches of his fellow passengers. Johnny Canuck had already traveled to Libya, 
Berlin, and even Japan but his creator had never ventured outside of Toronto. Now Leo was a man of the world 
too. Upon arrival he was immediately put to work and didn’t return to Canada until Christmas to spend the 
holidays with his family. 



On his return trip to New York Leo discovered first-hand just how popular Johnny Canuck had become 
when he was turned back at the border. When he asked why he was told that it was because his work on John-
ny was considered essential to the war effort. Leo recalled that, “Johnny Canuck was much more popular than 
anybody let on. It was the number one thing! Everybody knew about Johnny Canuck. The whole war effort knew. 
All the troops knew, everybody else knew, they all knew Johnny Canuck. For some reason he caught their imag-
ination more than anybody else. They were writing in letters, all kinds of people. They were fanatics almost.” 

Leo’s comic book twin had become the most popular Canadian comic book character in the country. But 
Johnny’s flesh and blood creator now knew that staying in Canada would likely see his comic career cut short 
before its time. Leo agreed to a compromise, signing over the rights for his character to Cy Bell and then 
churning out two or three more Johnny Canuck tales before returning to the States. When Leo’s pages ran 
out, Johnny Canuck’s adventures continued in the hands of artists André Kulbach and Paul Dak. Then, all 
too soon, Cy Bell’s predictions came true. The War Exchange Conservation Act was lifted and the “All in Color 
for a Dime” US comic books flooded back across the border. Bell geared for full colour printing to compete 
but couldn’t secure enough paper to make a go of it. Johnny Canuck’s last story finally brought him home to 
Canada just in time to turn the page on his final adventure. 

Meanwhile, Leo continued to forge a comic career in New York, working for luminaries like L.B. Cole, Timely 
Comics’ Stan Lee and the Gaines family at Educational Comics. He was making far more money than he did 
back in Canada but Leo quickly realized just how good he’d had it at Bell Features creatively. Leo explained, 
“They didn’t believe I could write, pencil and ink the books. In the US I was only doing the drawing and that 
took the fun out of it.” But that wasn’t the only challenge. Just as the end of the war marked an end for Johnny 
Canuck, it also marked a change for the entire comic book industy. Leo’s preferred kinds of heroic stories were 
going out of vogue. “The comics stopped dead at the war ending. And they started retooling to do other types 
of stories. The whole trend was changing. And along about that time I also discovered I’d rather do comedy.” 

Once again, resourceful Leo had already taken steps to forge a new path. Using an early overhead pro-
jector of his own invention, Leo changed his name to Les Barker and reinvented himself as a comedian with 
a unique act called “Quick on the Draw”. Leo’s performance involved drawing caricatures and doing simple 
animation on the projector as he made off the cuff jokes. His latest ‘idea’ was unlike anything else in show 
business. It worked everywhere, even at Drive-Ins where he would project his drawings onto the screen behind 
him. Leo recalled the response. “People would honk their horns and it was the first time they would have live 
comedy at drive in theatres. It went over great.” Les liked the applause but most of all he liked being his own 
man again. “In my act I incorporated comedy and drawing. The best things of two worlds... merged perfectly 
for me.” 

Les toured for decades, performing with luminaries such as Liberace, Mickey Rooney, Rich Little and 
Marlene Dietrich. By 1970 Leo assumed the world had forgotten about Johnny Canuck until young filmmakers 
Patrick Loubert and Michael Hirsh introduced themselves as Johnny fans after a performance at a Toronto 
nightclub. Les was gobsmacked. The pair had discovered Johnny through Les’ old boss, John Ezrin, who sold 
the filmmakers all the rights, plates and artwork from the Bell Features files. Hirsh and Loubert interviewed 
Les for a CBC Telescope documentary and published “The Great Canadian Comic Books” in 1971, re-intro-
ducing the world to Johnny Canuck. Les welcomed a spotlight shining on his first big success. “They turned 
up these old books that had been a part of my life I had almost really forgotten. It was so far in the past and 
I had done so many other things,” said Les. “I didn’t realize until they talked about it, how important it was 
in my life.” 

Les and Johnny had been reunited at last. In 1995, Canada Post decided to issue a set of commemorative 
stamps featuring Canadian comic book superheroes, including Johnny Canuck. But just like old times, Les 



found himself embroiled in controversy. Canada Post has a rule that no stamp can be issued bearing the 
likeness of a living person and when they discovered that Johnny Canuck was the spitting image of his creator 
the postmaster almost cancelled Johnny’s inclusion in the set. Just as Les and Johnny were rolling up their 
sleeves for yet another battle, saner heads prevailed and the stamp was released to great fanfare. 

For the rest of his life, Les and his most famous character were one again. Les continued to perform as 
“The Real Johnny Canuck” until he finally retired from the spotlight for good. In May of 2003, Leo Bachle, aka 
Les Barker, aka Johnny Canuck, finally faced a battle he couldn’t win and passed away at Toronto’s Scarbor-
ough Grace Hospital. 

The release of Hirsh and Loubert’s book, and subsequent naming of their animation studio after Adrian’s 
Dingle’s Bell character, Nelvana, introduced a new generation of comic fans, historians, and collectors to the 
Canadian Whites and Johnny Canuck. This reprint of Johnny’s complete adventures is the result of another 
groundswell of interest. Leo may be gone, but Johnny Canuck lives on, proudly representing the Canadian 
spirit. The embodiment of everything Leo was and sought to be.

Here’s to you, Johnny Canuck.
—Robert Pincombe

* In addition to my personal remembrances of Leo Bachle, who I knew as Les Barker, many of the quotes and facts of this 

bio come from three separate interviews. The first was conducted by Mark Shainblum in Toronto, circa 1995-96. Another 

was conducted by John R. Stuart on Oct. 30 and Nov. 6, 1999 and was printed in the Aug. 2004 issue of Comic Book 

Marketplace (#114). I conducted the third interview in the early 2000s. I thank all the interviewers for their generosity, 

support and wonderful, wide-ranging Leo conversations.
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